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SUBJECT: NEW PUBLICATTION
IMBB and UCLA re
esearchers show
s
how synaptic
s
turnover facillitates learn
ning and memory

The labo
oratory of Dr.
D Alcino Silva (www.silvalab.com) at the Univversity of Caalifornia Los Angeles (UCLA)
joined fforces with the lab of Dr. Poirazi (www.dendrrites.gr) at the
t Institutee of Molecu
ular Biology and
Biotechn
nology (IMBB) of FORTH
H in order to
o explain wh
hy the “band
ding togetheer” of synap
pses in dendrites
relates to better learning an
nd memoryy. The work is published in thee scientific journal Naature
mory‐related
d dysfunction
ns.
Communications and is likely to have importtant implicattions for mem

The stud
dy of the spaatially localizzed groupingg of synapsess in dendrite
es, termed syynaptic clusttering, has leed to
many discoveries about the waay in which memories are encoded and the structure
s
of the imprintts of
memoryy in the braain, called memory
m
eng
grams. While early theoretical worrk supported the idea that
memories are encod
ded by changging the cond
ductance or strength of the
t connections between neurons in
n the
brain, itt is only reccently that advances
a
in imaging and molecularr biology allo
owed scienttists to preccisely
identify those changges, and to monitor
m
how they changee over time.
hoton microsscopy, Dr. Frank and Dr. Huang, both
h scientists in
n the lab of Dr.
D Alcino Silvva at
Using in‐vivo two‐ph
the Brain Research Institute off UCLA weree able to trrace how neew synapsess between neurons
n
form
med,
removed
d and remodeled for a number of days before and after leearning mem
mory episodes in genetically
modified
d mice. Theeir findings showed
s
incrreased spinee generation
n and elimin
nation (spine turnover) was
correlated with enhaanced synap
ptic clusteringg and enhanced learningg and memorry formation.
on these results, the postdoctoral
p
b director Dr.
D Poirazi, both
Based o
fellow Dr. Kastellakis and the lab
research
hers at IMBB
B, created a biophysically realistic model
m
of meemory learning to explaain the observed
benefitss of synaptic clustering. Their
T
results showed thaat increased turnover of synapses leads to increaased
clusterin
ng due to a memory mechanism
m
k
known
as syynaptic taggiing and cap
pture. This turnover‐indu
uced
synapticc clustering, in turn, leads to increaseed network sparsity,
s
nam
mely it allowss memories tto be encodeed in

a smaller population of neurons, and with better discriminability. These results suggest that increased
turnover which is followed by increased clustering can lead to increased memory capacity.
The lab of Dr. Poirazi has pioneered the theoretical study of synaptic clustering, and has already made many
predictions about the role of dendritic synaptic clustering in the encoding of memories. This work
contributes to the cumulating evidence that synaptic clustering plays a key role in memory formation, and
that it is a fundamental component of memory engrams. The predictions made by their work are expected
to guide future research in the field of memory engram formation.
[1] Adam C. Frank, Shan Huang, Miou Zhou, Amos Gdalyahu, George Kastellakis, Tawnie K. Silva, Elaine Lu,
Ximiao Wen, Panayiota Poirazi, Joshua T. Trachtenberg & Alcino J. Silva (2017) Hotspots of Dendritic Spine
Turnover Facilitate Clustered Spine Addition and Learning and Memory. Nature Communications 2018 vol: 9
(1) pp: 422
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